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2015
The gathering of European capital holders
committed to impact and action

How you use your money is not separate to you. It is you.
It is your intention working in the world. It is your meaning.
Put Your Money Where Your Meaning Is.
– Frank van Beuningen
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welcome

WELCOME
WELCOME
Welcome to the Buitenplaats, or ‘the outside place,’ consciously chosen this year to be away from the
buzz of the city; to bring our conversation about climate change away from recycled air, and closer to
nature… which, after all, is the ultimate circular economy.
Welcome, to our fifth annual conference, and to our 21st anniversary of investing for impact. Last year,
our resounding question was ‘Is Impact at the Tipping Point?’ Well, we’ve tipped. And following physics,
the challenge now is not to tip over. To maintain balance.
In the last year, the institutions have awoken: green bond issues tripled from 2013 to 2014. The GIIN is
now tracking 345 funds, all identified as impact. On Wall Street, BlackRock, with $4.65 Trillion AUM,
has announced they are ‘throwing their weight’ behind impact. These institutions are responding to
the arising voice of capital holders – like many in this room – who have demanded change, and have
challenged convention about the purpose of wealth. This is all good, and needed: without institutional
capital, impact will be but a nice niche.
But if we are swayed by an institutional voice proclaiming large, glamorous numbers, and begin again to
focus only on transaction size, we are trapped again inside the room with recycled air, unattached from
the real economy, and from the crisis facing our shared ‘Buitenplaats.’ Ladies and gentlemen (and hey,
Blackrock): the climate needs our attention.
Impact requires two concurrent intentions: transformation, and transaction. Transformation is the moment
of realisation: what is my wealth doing, where can I step in, what climate must I change inside myself?
And transaction, that which is embedded in physical reality. Take action. Create this form. Make this
investment.
Transformation and transaction. One without the other is unfinished work.
What we are attempting at a transactional level is challenging: we are trying to change how capital
markets work. Business-as-usual models no longer work, because the transformational intention is
not incarnated into new form. There is an activist element to transactions in impact: just now, there is a
willingness to pivot into the question ‘what can be?’ The challenge is upon us, the innovators, to come up
with new models.
Beyond the personal, what creates the conditions for wide-scale transformation? It begins when we see
that incremental change is not outpacing the challenge; that we must (urgency) together (unity), and in
large numbers (scale) demand change. Urgency, unity, scale. Technology has helped this arising voice,
from crowdfunding, to Change.org, to Divest/Invest. Leaping over lethargy and slow-moving policy, now
comes an accelerated power of the people.
We in this room have decided on some level to be an activist. At the very least, to put our money where
meaning is. Or, to work for an institution creating change. Or for some, to march. We are no longer single
voices. Individual activism joined becomes a collective, becomes a community.
Welcome to Pymwymic. Welcome to Impact Days.
Frank and Margaret van Beuningen
and the team at Pymwymic
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We are a European community of values-based investors. Together, our purpose is to
help fund companies who make a positive impact on the planet, or her people.
Since 1994, the Put Your Money Where Your Meaning Is Community of families,
philanthropists and individual investors have helped provide capital to for-profit
companies creating positive impact in the world. Our base is Amsterdam; we have
members throughout Europe; we invest in impact enterprise around the world. We
share learning, experience, and deals with each other, and meet several times a year.
More about Pymwymic’s initiatives can be found in the back of the program book –
where you will also meet the full team.
Thank you for joining us for Impact Days, our annual gathering.
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OPENING DINNER
MONDAY APRIL 20

Welcome to the Opening Dinner of Pymwymic Impact Days 2015,
and welcome to your individual voice
in a community committed to impact and action.

WELCOME
Frank van Beuningen | Margaret van Beuningen-McGovern | Pymwymic

THE ARISING VOICE
KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Jochen Wermuth
Raouf Saidi
Ben Rattray

WE WISH TO THANK
The families and impact partners who have helped us to host this event.
The community members who have put time and energy into content.
And a special thank you to Annemarie Straatman and team at
Buitenplaats Amerongen for being flexible, accommodating partners
and for sourcing all products as locally and organically as possible.
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OPENING DINNER
KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
BEN RATTRAY
is founder of Change.org, a ‘people-powered’ online platform begun in 2007 that enables
everyday people to have impact the social and environmental issues they care about, now
grown to 95 million users in 196 countries. Ben began the company after his younger
brother told him of silent injustices he faced when growing up, leading Ben on a search for
how to empower people to create change. A graduate of Stanford and LSE, Ben lives in San
Francisco and loves dinner parties, the New York Times, and holidays in Santa Barbara.
RAOUF SAIDI
is the Managing Director of WakaWaka Rwanda and in charge of the development of
WakaWaka’s revolutionary pay-as-you-go-system: the WakaWaka Virtual Grid. Raouf is an
expert in off-grid renewable power technology, policy and business models and has worked
in over 15 countries as an entrepreneur (in Nigeria, Senegal and Mali) a researcher (for the
Policy Studies unit of the Energy research Centre of the Netherlands) and a consultant
(for the Utilities practice of Accenture). In all of these positions Raouf has worked on the
intersection of innovative and disruptive technology and business opportunity; experience
that he now brings to the Virtual Grid project in Rwanda.
JOCHEN WERMUTH
is the family principal guiding Wermuth Asset Management GmbH, a family office and
investment adviser, 100% committed to impact investing. Jochen is convinced of the
urgency to redirect capital flows to abate climate change. He is co-founder of the arising
Divest/Invest movement for Europe. Previously, he co-founded the EU and World Bank
financed Economic Expert Group, and Deutsche Bank in Russia. Educated at Brown
and Oxford University he lives in Berlin with his ecologist wife and three children.
FRANK VAN BEUNINGEN
is founder of Pymwymic, the ‘Put Your Money Where Your Meaning is Community’ of
European wealth holders who invest in impact. In addition to Pymwymic, Frank helped
found several other platforms for conscious captial, including the ‘Money Meets Ideas’
seed-funding platform, and SVN-Europe. Frank chairs Stichting Pymwymic Foundation,
which oversees the mission and guiding purpose of all Pymwymic activities. He is a
passionate ocean-racer, and will likely use a sailing anology at least once per conference.
MARGARET VAN BEUNINGEN - McGOVERN
is a partner in Pymwymic and is CEO of Pymwymic Group BV. She loves creating education
and events, and has a special interest in mobilizing women’s investments, healthy food
systems, and what she calls ‘the inner life of money.’ Margaret spent her first career as a
documentary filmmaker, and owner of several media companies. She is a founding member
of Women Effects Investments, a founding member of Slow Money (for Slow Food), and
early investor and believer in the global Hub social innovation network. After eight years of
marriage, she is still learning to sail.
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Impact requires two concurrent intentions:
transformation, and transaction.
Transformation is the moment of realisation:
what is my wealth doing?
And transaction, embedded in physical reality.
Take action. Create this form. Make this investment.
– Margaret van Beuningen-McGovern
Impact Days
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IMPACT PARTNERS
We are grateful to these aligned partners who support Impact Days 2015, and support Pymwymic’s
efforts to build a movement for investing for good:

SE V ER A L

PR I VAT E FA M I LY FOU N DAT IONS
Seven families in our core constituency have provided a grant to help us convene this event.
We are deeply grateful.

Omidyar Network (ON) is a philanthropic
investment firm dedicated to harnessing
the power of markets to create opportunity
for people to improve their lives. Omidyar
Network invests in, and helps scale,
innovative organizations to catalyze
economic and social change.

ABN AMRO believes in long-term relationships
with our clients; impact investing brings us into
closer dialogue with clients about personal values
and investment objectives. As an international
bank, ABN AMRO is well positioned to address
the impact investing needs of our clients due to our
broad investment capabilities and network.

Since 100 years Cordaid builds flourishing
communities in fragile and conflict areas and
delivers empowerment, security, opportunity,
and governance structures together with its local
partners. Investing in entrepreneurship and giving
access to inclusive finance provides people with an
income, stimulates the economies and strengthens
the communities.

Triodos Bank is one of the world’s leading
sustainable banks. Our mission is to make
money work for positive social, environmental,
and cultural change. Exploring the vast
opportunities in the field of impact investing and
social responsible investing is at the heart of
what we do.

Impact Days
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SPECIAL THANKS
SPECIAL THANKS

A special thanks to our Pymwymic

A ‘bravo’ and our gratitude to

community members, who served on

Horn Ensemble Capricorno, students of the

the content committee:

renown horn teacher Herman Volders

Rick Amado, Jan de Roos,

at the Amsterdam Conservatory of Music.

Hilde Klok, Matthijs Roest Crollius

www.capricorno.nl

To these colleagues who have helped develop this year’s content:
Solange Rouschop, Laure Wessemius-Chibrac, Hadewych Kuiper and Nic Wessemius

for contributing to the Social Entrepreneurs

for coaching the Social Entrepreneurs

Scholarship Fund

A SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR VOLUNTEERS
Anne-Marije Lugthart
Daniel Gaspersz

Emine Yetisir
Flávia Villela Ferreira

Florentine Oberman
Maxime (Pui Man) Cheng

Our volunteers were selected based on their motivation and strong interest in social entrepreneurship or
impact investment. We are grateful for their work for Impact Days.
‘PEOPLE’S MARCH’ VIDEO
Thank you to Pymwymic friend & volunteer: Peter van Vogelpoel of Sweetwater Pictures
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IMPACT COMPANIES AND FUNDS
IMPACT COMPANIES
Change.org - Ben Rattray
Closing the Loop - Joost de Kluijver
Koneksie - Huib van de Grijspaarde
Lumni - Felipe Vergara
Waka Waka - Camille van Gestel

IMPACT FUNDS
SocialAlpha-Bastion - Tim Radjy
Circularity Fund - Jamie Butterworth
Insitor Fund - Micaela Ratini
Solar for All Fund - Christian Schattenmann
Tara India - François de Borchgrave

For more information please see Sessions and Speakers.

TERMS AND TRANSPARENCY
We’re doing something new this year. For the previous three years, we have piloted an exchange system
called ‘reciprocal generosity’ with presenting companies. ‘Reciprocal generosity’ asked companies to
recognize the work Pymwymic put into screening them, and into convening the community, and to make
a donation or voluntary payment to Pymwymic. Sadly, we must conclude our ‘new economy’ thought
was too far ahead of its time.
This year, we have decided to be less transformational and more transactional, and clearer, with the
companies. We’ve have signed a service agreement with the companies, which pays for the cost of the
pool setup and for the capacity building, screening, and monitoring for each investment we approve. The
entrepreneurs are happier, and we think our business model will be happier too.
If we create a Pymwymic Pool for members, the set-up of each Pool is tailored to the investment, and
charged to the company. All terms will be in line with our values to be fair, ethical and transparent.
INVESTMENT IS OPEN TO MEMBERS; EDUCATION TO ALL
We believe that the best education about impact can be had by listening to ‘in the trenches’
entrepreneurs and managers explaining the why and how of new models they have created. This
dedication to continuing impact education is why we open our gathering to non-members. However, to
invest into these companies presenting today, you must be a Pymwymic Investor member. This ensures
that you understand our club basis, and the nature of risk capital. To enquire about membership, speak
to one of the Pymwymic team.
Only members have received a screening sheet of the investment opportunities presenting. These
screening sheets are only available to members due to regulatory requirements of the AFM.

Impact Days
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PLENARY SESSIONS
PYMWYMIC WELCOME & GREETINGS 09:00 - 09:15
Frank van Beuningen, Margaret McGovern & Pymwymic Team

SETTING THE THEMES 09:15 - 10:00
Robert-Jan van Ogtrop, Nickel van der Vorm & Huib van de Grijspaarde
Private capital can be the transformational catalyst which creates change. Individual
investors share their intention for impact in Climate Change, Circular Economy,
Investing to Serve Basic Needs & Education.

DEAL PREVIEWS 10:00 - 10:15 / 10:55 - 11:10
Pymwymic Team
For a jolt of inspiration and energy: a speedy preview of the impactful growth-stage
companies presenting throughout the day. Two short bursts of 5 companies each.

PLENARY PART 1: LIQUIDITY, THE ROADBLOCK TO IMPACT? 10:15 - 10:55
Lisa Hall, William Fitzpatrick, Uli Grabenwarter & Ben Rattray
Removing roadblocks to impact investing includes increasing liquidity possibilities –
but how? Hear from several entrepreneurs who frame the core liquidity questions, and
from three of the field’s most experienced impact investors, on the answers arising.
Then help to key up the afternoon plenary, where we look to the future of impact exits.

THE IMPACT OF BEAUTY 14:00 - 14:20
An outdoor plenary in the grounds of Buitenplaats Amerongen.
PLENARY PART 2: FUTURE OF IMPACT EXITS 16:15 - 17:00
Lisa Hall, Uli Grabenwarter, Ben Rattray & Paul Iske
Building on the morning’s conversation, we bring forward the futurists – and together
imagine the impact investing space in 10 years time. What can we begin to create
now, so we don’t just repeat a cycle of market mistakes, but rather create a solid
foundation for the new? Summing up our shared conference experience, this plenary
points us toward the future of impact exits.

IMPACT WINNER & CELEBRATORY BORREL 17:00 - 18:00
Please join for closing drinks to mingle and salute our impactful entrepreneurs. We’re looking
forward optimistically looking to drinks in the sun, and to connecting with introductions to further
the field.

Impact Days
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TRACK 1 - SKILLS
BREAKOUT SESSIONS

TRUE VALUE OF IMPACT INVESTING 11:30 - 12:10
ABN AMRO Social Impact Fund, Eric Buckens
Moderator: Liesbet Peeters
Impact investing is for double profit, social and financial. But what exactly is social profit? How do we
define and capture it? ABN AMRO Social Impact Fund tackles one of the core challenges of impact
investing: Is there market value in proven impact? And, who is willing to pay that price: is it consumers,
investors, providers, volunteers, or the social enterprise itself? The Fund has now done seven
investments, in seven different impact areas, and has tailored a measurement approach for each. Learn
from the Fund’s findings and participate in lively dialogue on how to capture impact’s true value.

ADVENTURES IN HYBRID FINANCING 12:20 - 13:00
Josephine Korijn
The buzz on impact investment has typically referred to for-profit ventures with a social mission - but
these constitute less than 5% of mission-led social entrepreneurs worldwide. To get to the next leap
of growth, we need to look beyond early-stage equity. How can we layer different types of capital to
support the remaining 95% of changemakers? Explore social businesses that have combined capital
in an innovative way, and dive into two case studies of hybrid finance - and take on a third case, where
you’ll be asked to help structure the deal.

ADDING IMPACT TO TRADITIONAL PE: A CASE STUDY ON TARA INDIA 14:30 - 15:10
Tara India, François de Borchgrave
Tara India Fund IV is a partnership between one of the most renowned VC firms in India, the 20-yearold, publicly traded IL&FS, and Belgium’s Kois Invest, an advisor specialised in impact investing. The
intention of the $150m Tara IV Fund is to invest in rapidly growing small and mid-cap Indian companies
with a strong social footprint – the first time that traditional Indian PE is taking impact into account. Dive
deep into the insides of Tara India IV, with the advisor who is advocating that impact can carry 20% IRR.

LIQUIDITY FOR IMPACT: CATALYTIC LOANS TO EM SMEs 15:20 - 16:00
SocialAlpha-Bastion, Tim Radjy
Carrying forward our liquidity theme. SocialAlpha-Bastion is an impact debt fund, investing in sustainable
South American and African SMEs since 2010, without any write-off to date, and a net annual target of
3-5% return. Bastion has proven catalytic for Mexico’s first Education Bond; for 1m solar lights in East
Africa; and for scaling a smallholder farmer business from USD 800k to 30m in 5 years. Now USAID has
stepped in with a further guarantee facility of up to USD 20m. Understand the structure, and lessons
learned along the way: embedding upside and divestment into agreements; mitigating exchange risks;
and scaling SMEs without loosing the mission.

Impact Days
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TRACK 2 - CLIMATE CHANGE
BREAKOUT SESSIONS

ANATOMY OF A 100% CLIMATE CHANGE PORTFOLIO
PART 1 11:30 - 12:10
Ivo Knoepfel, Anne Mieke van der Werf, Jan Willem Hofland
Moderator: Prince Carlos de Bourbon de Parme
In the last six months, more than US $4 billion in assets has been divested from fossil fuels by leading
family foundations, faith groups, and pension funds. One asset holder has made a 100% commitment to
building a portfolio to offset climate change, and has given permission to share her portfolio allocations.
We share considerations & filters involved in searching for this kind of 100% solution. If we divest, where
do we invest? Hear about a sampling of ideas, from renewables to bonds. This session includes an
interactive exercise in which you will be challenged to put theory into practice, and make qualitative
judgements on asset allocation.

MARCHING WITH MY MONEY, WHERE DO I INVEST? - PART 2 12:20 - 13:00
Continutation: Join into this session while the group finishes an interactive exercise, putting divest/invest
theory into personal practice. Each table reports out, to harvest learnings from the group. Even if you’ve
not joined the morning session, in this second half, you will be exposed to a wealth of experience and ideas
on how ‘to march with your money’ towards smart, sustainable investments.

BRINGING LIGHT TO THE BOP 14:30 - 15:10
Waka Waka, Camille van Gestel, Raouf Saidi
This session is a second opportunity to see Waka Waka’s presentation.
Waka Waka – meaning Bright Light in Swahili – is a Dutch company with a mission to transform a BOP
family’s access to light and communication. The company makes and markets an elegant, stable, sturdy,
portable, efficient solar lamp, with a USB port for mobile phone-charging. To date, over 400,000 units have
been distributed globally. Western markets currently stabilize the model, allowing Waka Waka products to
sell at lower cost to off-grid communities and NGOs around the world. Come and listen to this company’s
vision, mission, and model as they launch a Pay-As-You-Go model in Rwanda.

SOLAR AT SCALE 15:20 - 16:00
Bamboo Finance Solar for All Fund, Christian Schattenmann
Energy poverty has moved from being an overwhelming problem for development agencies, to a large
market opportunity, driven by developments in renewable technologies, mobile penetration, economic
development, population growth, price of fossil fuels, and mobile financial services. The Solar For All
Fund aims to bring affordable solar power to millions of off-grid households by 2020, with a special
geographic focus on Sub-Saharan Africa. With a respected track record in impact investments, and
with the support of co-investor Stichting DOEN, can Solar for All scale off-grid energy to improve
millions of lives?
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TRACK 3 - CIRCULAR ECONOMY
BREAKOUT SESSIONS

MONETIZING THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY? 11:30 - 12:10
Circularity Fund, Jamie Butterworth, Robert-Jan van Ogtrop
Moderator: Carolien de Bruin
Our ‘take, make, & dispose’ consumer lifestyle builds products that end up as landfill mountains, or
as fuel for incinerators. We use and discard precious metals in technology as if they were infinite, not
finite. The Circular Economy proposes production cycles that are restorative and regenerative. But how
to move this from a transformational idea, to a transactional form where investors can support, and
participate? This session brings together two of the most active advocates for Circular, and launches the
first ever Circular Economy Fund – and previews what’s still to come.

MAKING MOBILE PHONES CIRCULAR 12:20 - 13:00
Closing the Loop, Joost de Kluijver
Closing the Loop collects ‘end-of-life’ scrap phones from developing countries and transports them
to Europe for recycling. The goal of Closing the Loop is to rescue mobile phones going to dumpsites,
recycle these phones, extracting the precious metals, and in the process create jobs in developing
countries.

CATALYZING CIRCULAR AT SCALE 14:30 - 15:10
Circularity Fund, Jamie Butterworth
Circularity Capital’s first fund, Circular Growth 1, is created to support SME growth in the circular
economy, by investing in Northwest European SMEs that are redesigning business models, products
and services in order to decouple growth from resource constraints, and create product streams that
are restorative by design. This is a first-ever fund of its kind, building on five years of research into how
to deploy the most effective circular models. But how does this translate into portfolio companies?
Understand why Circular is positioned for SMEs, and test the assumptions and structure of the first
Circular Fund.

MAKING MOBILE PHONES CIRCULAR 15:20 - 16:00
Closing the Loop, Joost de Kluijver
This is a second opportunity to listen to entrepeneur Joost de Kluijver explain the business behind
re-mining ‘end-of-life’ scrap phones. See session description above.

Impact Days
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TRACK 4 - HUMAN CAPITAL for EDUCATION
BREAKOUT SESSIONS

THE CORE QUESTION FOR EDUCATION 11:30 - 12:10
Nickel van der Vorm, Teun Gautier, Jelte de Jongh
Moderator: Katrin Ley
Is technology revolutionizing education, or is it merely a bright overlay on an outmoded, industrialized
model of standardization and scale? Will introducing innovative apps reduce isolation, drop-outs,
and bullying? What are the core questions that need to be asked? Looking through the lens of two
Dutch Ed-tech companies this session asks: How do we create true impact, and invest into the human
capital that helps an individual find voice - and to flourish, connect and contribute to society as a
whole?
ACCESS TO HIGHER EDUCATION 12:20 - 13:00
Lumni, Felipe Vergara
Moderator: Alexandra Korijn
Higher education can unlock obstacles to social and economic mobility - when students of all economic
levels are able to enroll and graduate. But thousands of students in emerging markets cannot afford
university. Lumni was founded on the belief that there is a better way to help promising young students
invest in a university education. To date, Lumni has funded over 7,000 students across the Americas, and
is hailed as a leader in innovative student financing. The majority of Lumni´s investment recipients are the
first family member to attend college, and 47% of recipients are women. Learn about the plans ahead for
this break-through model for human capital and education.
FINANCING FIRST TIME UNIVERSITY 14:30 - 15:10
Lumni, Felipe Vergara
(See context session above.) This second Lumni session briefly reprises the need for access to higher
education, and then dives deeper into the business model for Lumni Inc, a US-Delaware based
corporation, and the management team, model, arising market, and the structures of current funds that
they have launched and manage in Chili, Colombia, Mexico and Peru. A chance to talk one-on-one with
the co-founder and manager of this break-through model for human capital development and education.
THE WORLD’S PLATFORM FOR CHANGE 15:20 - 16:00
Change.org, Ben Rattray
Change.org is the fastest growing global social media platform for social change, now with 95 million
users in more than 190 countries. Change.org provides a user-friendly digital platform enabling people to
start change movements: more than 20,000 new campaigns are launched on Change.org each month,
with thousands of significant victories. Having recently completed a $25m round from aligned angel
investors including Bill Gates and Pierre Omidyar, Change.org is looking for European believers who will
Put Their Money Where Meaning Is. Join to listen to CEO Ben Rattray’s plans for scaling Change.org in
Europe, and around the world.
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TRACK 5 - BASIC NEEDS
BREAKOUT SESSIONS

BRINGING LIGHT TO THE BOP 11:30 - 12:10
Waka Waka, Camille van Gestel, Raouf Saidi
One out of every five people in the world do not have access to an electrical grid. Another 2.4 billion
people are connected to unstable grids and experience regular outages. Waka Waka – meaning Bright
Light in Swahili – is a Dutch company with a mission to transform a BOP’s family’s access to light and
communication. To date, over 400,000 units have been distributed globally. Western markets currently
stabilize the model, allowing Waka Waka products to sell at lower cost to off-grid communities and NGOs
around the world. Come and listen to this company’s vision, mission, and model as they launch a Pay-AsYou-Go model in Rwanda.
UNDERSTANDING MYANMAR AND EARLY IMPACT 12:20 - 13:00
Insitor Fund & Cordaid, Nicholas Lazos, Jan Postmus
Moderator: Veerle Berbers
Myanmar (Burma) is a beautiful country, emerging from closed military control, to a nascent democratic
society. With the lifting of economic sanctions, global market attention has turned to Myanmar, with hopes
to build a capital market that can reduce endemic poverty and strengthen structural issues. Cordaid
has recently accompanied Netherland’s Queen Maxima on a fact-finding trip in Myanmar, and will share
results. And the first impact fund targeting Myanmar will discuss pipeline, challenges, and opportunity.
CRITICAL TRANSPORT: THE MOTORCYCLE TAXI IN AFRICA 14:30 - 15:10
Koneksie, Huib van de Grijspaarde
In Kenya and East Africa, motorcycle taxis (aka, ‘boda-boda’) are the predominant means of
transporting people and goods, and central to the BOP community and economy. However, they are
notoriously unsafe. Close to 50% of surgeries are related to boda-boda accidents and the ‘industry’
is unregulated and inefficient, with no infrastructure for safety training. Koneksie has chosen the
motorcycle taxi as its impact mission, and is offering its own designed, safe and reliable motorcycle
brand: Kibo. Meet the founder and team, and understand their plans for rolling out in Kenya.
EARLY IMPACT IN MYANMAR AND EMERGING ASIA 15:20 - 16:00
Insitor Fund, Nicholas Lazos
Nearly 1.2 billion people in the region known as ‘emerging Asia’ lack basic necessities: clean water,
improved sanitation, nutritious food, accessible health care, and education. Most need secure shelters
and reliable energy. The first Impact Fund targeting Myanmar – as well as other geographies in emerging
Asia – will present the intention, strategy, and structure of the Fund, and the targets for improving lives of
vulnerable populations.

Impact Days
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TRACK 6 - INNER LIFE
BREAKOUT SESSIONS

THE INSTITUTE OF BRILLIANT FAILURES 11:30 - 12:10
Paul Iske
James Joyce once said: ´Failures are portals of creative discovery.´ But did Christopher Columbus feel
this when he realised he had not reached India? Now we’re 450 years later, and most of Europe still
regards public failure with shame and shadow - whereas in Silicon Valley, a daring failure can be a badge
of honour. As we extend our impact investing boundaries outward, should we fear failure - or would a
Brilliant Failure Culture free the creativity of our organizations, and that of the impact investing community
in general? Perhaps the real meaning of the word FAIL should be: ‘First Attempt In Learning.’
Come, join, and be challenged on your beliefs!

INNER LIFE: UNDER THE OAKS 12:20 - 13:00
Boudewien van Notten
Investing in nature can be as simple as being outside. Step away from your thinking and from the
discussions, and drop into experiencing the nature surrounding Amerongen… and the planet as a whole.
What part of your own climate needs to change? Spend these 30 minutes outside, as an ambassador for
all of us. Facilitator Boudewien van Notten is a Pymwymic member who has chosen to work for Stichting
Natuurwijs as her action for the planet.

THE IMPACT OF ART 14:30 - 15:10
Triodos Culture Fund, Eric Holterhues
Triodos Cultuurfonds is a pioneering financial instrument: a stable and mature arts and culture fund which
provides loans to museums, theatres, artists communities and individual artists. The fund was launched in
2006 and has since grown to EUR €100m assets under management. The majority of the funding is from
Dutch retail investors, but the fund also attracts semi-institutional investors and high networth individuals.
The fund can serve as a model for other institutions and countries wishing to preserve the initiatives that
give us cultural resonance and continuity, and preserve the impact of art for all of us. The official fund
documentation is in Dutch only, however there is information available in English.

INNER LIFE: UNDER THE OAKS 15:20 - 16:00
Boudewien van Notten
Another chance to experience this outdoor session.
Investing in nature can be as simple as being outside. Step away from your thinking and from the
discussions, and drop into experiencing the nature surrounding Amerongen… and the planet as a whole.
What part of your own climate needs to change? Spend these 30 minutes outside, as an ambassador for
all of us. Facilitator Boudewien van Notten is a Pymwymic member who has chosen to work for Stichting
Natuurwijs as her action for the planet.
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2015

April 20 Opening Dinner 21 Conference & Deals 22 Field Trips

The gathering of European capital holders committed to impact and action
OPENING DINNER EVENT Monday April 20
Gathering at 18:00 - Seated Dinner begins promptly at 19:00

CONFERENCE MAIN SCHEDULE
09:00 09:15
09:15 10:00

10:00 10:15

10:15 10:55

10:55 11:10

TUESDAY APRIL 21

Pymwymic Welcome & Greetings | Frank van Beuningen, Margaret McGovern & Pymwymic Team

(Plenary)

Setting the Themes | Robert-Jan van Ogtrop, Nickel van der Vorm & Huib van de Grijspaarde
Private capital can be the transformational catalyst which creates change. Individual investors share their intention for impact in Climate
Change, Circular Economy, Investing to Serve Basic Needs & Education.

(Plenary)

Deal Previews | Pymwymic Team

(Plenary)

For a jolt of inspiration and energy: a speedy preview of 5 impactful growth-stage companies presenting at the Investor Tables.

Plenary Part 1: Liquidity, the Roadblock to Impact? | Lisa Hall, William Fitzpatrick, Uli Grabenwarter & Ben Rattray
Removing roadblocks to impact investing includes increasing liquidity possibilities: new structures; secondary markets; and paths to exit. Three
of the most experienced investors in the field set the path for liquidity... and key up the afternoon plenary, where we look to new exit futures.

(Plenary)

Deal Previews | Pymwymic Team
A quick look at 5 impact funds presenting at the Investor Tables.

(Plenary)

BREAK

11:30 12:10

12:20 -

SKILLS

CLIMATE CHANGE

CIRCULAR ECONOMY

EDUCATION

BASIC NEEDS

INNER LIFE

Hooizolder

Plenary Room

Oranjerie

Balkenkamer

Wagenberging

Zadelkamer

True Value of Impact
Investing
ABN AMRO Social
Impact Fund

Anatomy of a 100%
Climate Change
Portfolio
Part 1

Monetizing the
Circular Economy?
Circularity Fund

The Core Question
for Education

Bringing Light to the
BOP
Waka Waka

Adventures in Hybrid

Marching with

Making Mobile

Access to Higher

Understanding

Brilliant
Failures

Inner

12:20 13:00

Failures

Impact Fund

Part 1

Adventures in Hybrid
Financing

Marching with
my Money:
Where do I invest?
Part 2

Making Mobile
Phones Circular
Closing the
Loop

13:00 - 14:00

Access to Higher
Education
Lumni

Understanding
Myanmar and Early
Impact
Insitor Fund &
Cordaid

Inner
Life:
Under the
Oaks

LUNCH
SHARED EXPERIENCE

14:00 14:20

The Impact of Beauty
An outdoor plenary in the grounds of Buitenplaats Amerongen.
SKILLS

Hooizolder
14:30 15:10

15:20 16:00

(Plenary)

CLIMATE CHANGE

CIRCULAR ECONOMY

EDUCATION

BASIC NEEDS

INNER LIFE

Plenary Room

Oranjerie

Balkenkamer

Wagenberging

Zadelkamer
Impact
of Art
Triodos
Culture
Fund

Adding Impact to
traditional PE, a
Case Study on
Tara India

Bringing Light to the
BOP
Waka Waka

Catalyzing Circular at
Scale
Circularity Fund

Financing First Time
University
Lumni

Critical Transport: the
Motorcycle in Africa
Koneksie

Liquidity for Impact:
Catalytic Loans to
EM SMEs
SocialAlpha-Bastion

Affordable Solar
Power to Off-grid
Communities
Solar at Scale

Making Mobile
Phones Circular
Closing the
Loop

The World’s Platform
for Change
Change.org

Early Impact in
Myanmar and
Emerging Asia
Insitor Fund

Inner
Life:
Under the
Oaks

FINAL PLENARY
16:15 17:00

Plenary Part 2: Future of Impact Exits | Lisa Hall, Uli Grabenwarter, Ben Rattray & Paul Iske
Continuing the morning conversation, we dive into exit opportunities - what is the current status, what is emerging... and where the future may
be. Summing up our shared conference experience, this plenary points us toward the future of impact.

IMPACT WINNER & CELEBRATORY BORREL

17:00 - 18:00

WEDNESDAY FIELD TRIPS
Startup Walking Tour | Startup Bike Tour | B-Corp Europe Launch | Keukenhof

Deals

Context & Skills

(Plenary)

speakers
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
WILL FITZPATRICK
As general counsel and secretary of the board of the Omidyar Network, Will combines
his experience as a technology and business lawyer with his commitment to innovative
social change. He helped design and implement ON’s novel legal structure, and he was
instrumental in establishing ON’s first international subsidiary.

ULI GRABENWARTER
is Deputy Director - Equity Investments & heading EIF’s investment activities in
Technology & Innovation. In this function, he is leading the business line dedicated to
impact investing and driving EIF’s initiatives for innovative financial instruments in this
space. Uli has written numerous articles and co-authored ‘In search of gamma - an
unconventional perspective on Impact Investing.’
HUIB VAN DE GRIJSPAARDE
is founder and CEO of Koneksie which developed Kibo, a unique transport solution
primarily for micro-entrepreneurs in Africa, improving both their opportunities in business
as well as road safety. With Koneksie, Huib is in the forefront of the evolution towards social
entrepreneurship.

LISA HALL
is Managing Director of Impact Investing with Anthos Asset Management B.V., a privately
owned investment manager. Lisa is responsible for managing a portfolio focused on
social, environmental and financial returns. Lisa previously served as President and CEO
of Calvert Foundation, a global leader in impact investing with assets under management
of more than $400 million.
ROBERT-JAN VAN OGTROP
is an active investor in a number of renewable energy/cleantech companies and
committed advocate to a Circular Economy. He was former CEO of Bols Royal Distilleries
and subsequently CEO of Remy Cointreau, and an industrial partner at CVC Capital
Partners.

NICKEL VAN DER VORM
is cofounder and director of NIVOZ and hetkind. These organisations work towards
the shift from the standardised selection mechanism that is the basis of our dominant
educational model towards a model that aims to provide opportunities to all children.
Nickel is also a member of the Pymwymic community.

Impact Days
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GUEST MODERATORS

PRINCE CARLOS DE BOURBON DE PARME
helped develop the Dutch Institute for Innovation and Sustainability (INSID), after years
of working in the commercial field. INSID is devoted to helping society in its transition
towards sustainability. Prince Carlos is currently working on a new initiative in service to
our shared future.
VEERLE BERBERS
has been an impact investor for over 10 years. She is a board member of the Dutch
Cancer Patients Foundation and is working as an advisor on marketing, communication
and investor relations both for large multinationals and for a number of impact investing
organizations and funds.
CAROLIEN DE BRUIN
recently joined the Bertha Centre for Social Innovation & Entrepreneurship at the
University of Cape Town’s Graduate School of Business as COO. In the social sector, she
has worked with a diverse set of players such as B Lab, the GIIN, Enterprise Community
Partners, Women’s World Banking, Ford Foundation, and the World Economic Forum.
IVO KNOEPFEL
is the founder and managing director of onValues Ltd., a Zurich based investment
consulting company for sustainable and impact investment strategies. onValues
supports a wide range of wealth holders, family offices & foundations, in implementing
sustainable and impact strategies across their entire wealth and for all asset classes.
ALEXANDRA KORIJN
is a third year MBA student at the Kellogg School of Management. Prior, she worked at
Dasra, a venture philanthropy organization in India, conducting due diligence on nonprofits and social enterprises. She is also an active impact investor, sits on the non-profit
board of Spark Ventures, and was recently named a Young Impact Scholar.
KATRIN LEY
is the new Managing Director of Pymwymic Group BV. (Hurrah!) Having recently stepped
out of the MD role for the adidas International BV and adidas International Marketing BV,
Katrin has also served as Brand Director for Reebok in Europe, Middle East and Africa.
In 2011, Katrin was named a Young Global Leader by the World Economic Forum, and
remains active in the YGL community.
LIESBET PEETERS
is a founding partner at D. Capital, and advisor to foundations, development institutions
and private investors on impact investments in emerging markets. Liesbet is a strong
supporter in helping Pymwymic in Belgium.
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SPEAKERS
PANELISTS AND SESSION SPEAKERS
ERIC BUCKENS
is head of ABN AMRO’s Social Impact Fund.

TEUN GAUTIER
does International Relations for SteveJobsSchool

JAN WILLEM HOFLAND
is Managing Director at ABN AMRO, sustainable investment management.

ERIC HOLTERHUES
joined Triodos Bank in 2000 working with arts and culture clients as a senior account
manager, and helping to set up Triodos Bank’s Culture Fund.

PAUL ISKE
is professor at the School of Business and Economics, Maastricht University. To raise
understanding for the complexity of the world in general and innovation in particular, Paul
developed the Institute of Brilliant Failures.

JELTE DE JONGH
is founder of LeerUniek, a startup focused on improving literacy outcomes at primary
schools through personalised learning.

JOSEPHINE KORIJN
is an Associate in the Hybrid Finance team at Ashoka, the global network of the world’s
leading changemakers. She is also an active impact investor and sits on a few advisory
boards.

Impact Days
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SPEAKERS
PANELISTS AND SESSION SPEAKERS
BOUDEWIEN VAN NOTTEN
The red thread in her (working) life is looking for a way to contribute to ‘a better world’.
Boudewien is also a beginning impact investor and a mother.

JAN POSTMUS
is a seasoned expert in impact investing and has been working for Cordaid for the last
14 years. His current position is Investment Manager for the Asian region at Cordaid
Investments.

LIESEL PRITZKER SIMMONS
is Co-Founder and Principal of Blue Haven Initiative, a family office dedicated to investing
for-profit and non-profit capital to solve social problems. She’s also the co-founder of
the IDP Foundation, Inc. a private foundation with a mission to mobilize resources and
strategic support to increase educational opportunities.
ANNE MIEKE VAN DER WERF
is Director of Energy & Climate at Triodos Investment Management. She is also involved
in developing new and existing investment opportunities in the sustainable energy sector.
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Deals &
Membership
Information

MEMBERSHIP
Pymwymic is a Member's Organization. We are a peer-to-peer impact investor community, and as
such, do not give any investment advice. Here we are presenting companies that we believe have
impact, and into which we have put weeks of Deep Screening, bring to bear the experience and
discernment of our 21-year of impact investment experience. Pymwymic presents here our opinion,
and our enjoyment, of these important and promising impact ventures.
Only members have received a screening sheet of the investment opportunities presenting. These
screening sheets are only available to members due to regulatory requirements of the AFM.
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PYMWYMIC APPROVED COMPANIES

When a company receives the PYMWYMIC Stamp of Approval, it has met the following criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

PYMWYMIC approved companies are impact enterprises; the core model uses the power of
business to solve social and environmental challenges. Impact is not a side benefit, it is the core
intention.
We believe in the need.
We believe in the management, business model and market.
We have confidence in the financial skill-set, clarity, and transparency of terms.
We have seen that the company’s communications demonstrate the values of clarity, balance (no
exaggerated claims), & respect.
We have interviewed the entrepreneurs over the course of weeks, and believe in their intention, and
in their ability to persevere.

Once a company is Pymwymic-approved, we are extending to the company our credibility as a valuesbased impact community, with a 21-year old track record. Pymwymic investors understand all investing
involves risk capital. We are signaling that, out of hundreds we have screened, we consider this company
to be worth the risk.
Once an invested Pymwymic company, our expectations are that we are involved for the long-term;
our council is regarded; you will stay in contact; and we will continue to offer a community of support &
solutions, so that the impact can continue.

Impact Days
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For a jolt of inspiration and energy, Pymwymic presents a speedy preview of
the 10 impactful, cross-sector opportunities presenting at Tuesday’s Deals &
Investment meeting.
BEN RATTRAY
Change.org is the fastest growing digital petition platform for
social change globally. Now 7 years on, Change.org reaches
already 95 million users globally. Change.org provides a userfriendly digital platform to make change movements easy to
launch, and scale.

JOOST DE KLUIJVER
Closing the Loop collects ‘end-of-life’ scrap phones from
developing countries and transports them to Europe for
recycling. As part of its business model CTL, offers high
quality mobile phones a second life in Africa or Asia by
refurbishing and selling used phones of corporate users to
customers.
HUIB VAN DE GRIJSPAARDE
Koneksie is a new entry in the Kenyan mobility market with its
own-designed, safe, sleek and reliable alternative to the unsafe
bodaboda (motorcycle taxi) serving the BOP. Koneksie’s new
Kibo is a motorcycle specifically designed for transportation in
Africa, and is packaged with driver training, owner-financing
and a maintenance program.

FELIPE VERGARA
Lumni designs and manages investment funds that invest
in university educations for a diversified pool of students.
Lumni is a pioneer in the field of ‘human capital’ financing for
education.

CAMILLE VAN GESTEL
Waka Waka develops, manufactures and markets high-tech,
low-cost solar lamps and phonechargers. Products are
indispensable in both the Western World and Sub-Saharan
Africa. By utilizing the latest solar technology, Waka Waka aims
to replace the use of unsustainable methods (kerosene) with
alternative energy solutions (solar).
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JAMIE BUTTERWORTH
Circularity Capital is the first fund of its kind, created to
support SME growth in the circular economy, and builds on
five years of research into how to deploy the most effective
circular models.

MICAELA RATINI
The Insitor Impact Fund finances companies that offer lowincome families options for increased access to healthcare,
education, housing, water/sanitation, and clean energy. It
improves the living standard of vulnerable populations in
developing countries of Asia (Myanmar, Cambodia/Mekong
Delta, Pakistan, and parts of India.)
TIM RADJY
SocialAlpha-Bastion provides primarily debt and some equitylinked financing to Impact businesses in Latin America and
Sub-Saharan Africa, across key human development sectors
such as rural microfinance, sustainable food and agriculture,
affordable education and renewable energy.

FRANÇOIS DE BORCHGRAVE
Tara India Fund IV will invest in attractive private equity
investments in rapidly growing small and mid-cap Indian
companies with a strong social footprint.

CHRISTIAN SCHATTENMANN

IN

PR
OC

Solar For All Fund aims to bring affordable solar
power to millions of off-grid households by 2020, with
a special focus on Sub-Saharan Africa, targeting a
portfolio of companies focused on the downstream
energy value chain.
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PYMWYMIC MEMBERSHIP
PYMWYMIC INVESTORS’ COMMUNITY
Since we began investing for impact in 1994 the core of Pymwymic remains unchanged:
We are an active investors’ community of families, invididuals, and foundations, who have made
the commitment to ‘Put Money Where Meaning Is,’ by helping to fund for-profit companies creating
global solutions. We share learnings, experience, and deals with each other, and meet several times
a year.
Membership is the core support for our organization, supporting a team of 11 across portfolio,
membership & events.
There are two levels of community membership:
t FAMILIES AND FAMILY FOUNDATIONS
€3,000
For our core community of families, who enjoy full access to 10+ tailored & community investment
offerings, all member services and events. Family membership involves at least three principals
from a family.
t INVESTOR MEMBERS
€1,500
Individuals who receive 10+ tailored & community investment offerings, and who have access to most
services and events.

If you would like more information, please contact Vincent Bogaart or Julia
Chapman of the members’ team via members@pymwymic.com to discuss your
particular needs.
Thank you for helping us keep the momentum going.
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PYMWYMIC INVESTORS’ COMMUNITY
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UPCOMING MEMBER EVENTS
HOW TO JOIN THE COMMUNITY
t Sign up for the newsletter
t Come to an event and let us get to know you
t Do your best to make your capital conscious
t Become a member
UPCOMING MEMBER EVENTS

June
8
9
10

Investor Tables | 15:30 - 18:00
Oslo
Amsterdam
Brussels

September
3
15
30

Food Event, Amsterdam | 17:30 - 21:00
Investor Table, Amsterdam | 15:30 - 18:00
Family Day Norway | 10:00 - 21:00

?

October
2
6

Women’s Wealth Matters, Amsterdam | 10:00 - 16:00
Family Day Belgium | 10:00 - 21:00

November
12
19

Investor Table, Amsterdam | 15:30 - 18:00
Impact Movie Event, Amsterdam | 18:00 - 21:00

December
17
AND:

Members Christmas Borrel, Amsterdam | 18:00 - 20:00

2016

APRIL 19, 20, 21 IMPACT DAYS 2016
We’re already scouting.
See you in 2016!

Impact Days
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IMPACT JOURNEY
Febru
a
2016 r y

Powered by PYMWYMIC

DISCOVER MYANMAR
Join Pymwymic families, investors and friends
on an Impact journey to Myanmar.
6 days of discovery and learning, with on-the-ground
projects in Yangon, Naypyidaw and surrounding
countryside.
Meet the entrepeneurs beginning to embed impact in this
country in transition.
Journey into the culture, learn the history, and experience
the peace of beautiful Burmese temples.

Departure from Amsterdam | Minimum 8 participants, maximum 14
Approximate cost: € 4,500 pp
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DONOR INVOLVE FUND
Powered by PYMWYMIC

The Donor Involve Fund supports early-stage impact entrepreneurs.
Those who dare to invent, pioneer, and pilot;
who work hard to build business-based solutions
with a positive impact on deep global problems.
The Pymwymic Donor Involve Fund is an integral part of Pymwymic’s impact purpose, a separate pool of
funds which specifically uses donor capital to catalyze early-stage impact companies. In today’s times,
we need to accelerate the solutions. Donation capital can do that.
The Donor Involve Fund utilizes the pipeline and global relationships of Pymwymic’s portfolio team, selects the
best of high-risk early-stage impact companies, and provides seed funding and capacity building to breakout
companies. The Fund can help impact entrepreneurs survive the early-stage ‘valley of death’. If there are
returns, they go back into the Donor Involve Fund, to seed more entrepreneurs. You stay involved. And your
donation is put to work for impact and innovation again – and again, and again.

Let’s get these companies started.

Step 1 –

Donate from foundation

Step 2 –

Pool donation together with
donations from other foundations

Step 3 –

Invest pool in seed stage impact
companies

Step 4 –

Recycle returns for new investment

The Fund has been granted ANBI (or philanthropic)
status under Dutch law.
earth

people

We look forward to sharing more information with
you. Please contact DonorImpact@pymwymic.com

ideas

*Received Dutch ANBI status
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WOMEN’S WEALTH MATTERS
Powered by PYMWYMIC

In the next 20 years, women will become
the most important economic power on
the planet. Are we ready?
Let’s break taboos, and talk about money,
and what conscious capital can do.

A day of connection, learning, and
empowerment, about Money and Meaning
for women wealth-holders.

Date of October gathering: Friday October 2, Amsterdam
* Note: this date has changed

As this is a circle of trust, an interview is required before registration.

Impact Days
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THE TEAM
FRANK VAN BEUNINGEN
Founder, Investor &
Chairman of the Board

MARGARET VAN
BEUNINGEN
Partner, Investor & CEO

JULIA CHAPMAN
Members’ Contact
& Management Team

MICHIEL HUISMAN
Operations Director &
Management Team

VINCENT BOGAART
Members’ Contact

MARIJKE VAN
BODENGRAVEN
Government Relations &
Events

STANLEY ANYETEI
Portfolio Team

MALU LAMBERTS
Portfolio Team

HUSEYIN DEMIRHISAR
Portfolio Team

JORAM KNIGGE
Portfolio Team &
Communications

CHARLOTTE ROLAND
Lead, Events

BREGJE GERRRITSE
Events

VINCENT VAN DER BIJL
Financial Administration

TOBIAS BESSELINK
Office Support

NINA SCHUITEMAKERWICHSTRØM
Social Media
AND INTRODUCING
KATRIN LEY
Managing Director,
Pymwymic Group BV

MAARTEN VAN DAM
Managing Director,
Pymwymic Portfolio
Services

Impact Days
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FIELD TRIPS
WEDNESDAY 22 APRIL
1. Startup walking tour @ Utrecht
10:00 - 13:30 (including lunch)

2. Startup bike tour @ Amsterdam
10:00 - 13:30 (including lunch)

The cobblestone streets of central Utrecht
are home to 3 worldchangers. Aqua-Spark,
Afripads, and SnappCar host us at their
headquarters for models and Q&A.
Lunch nearby.

With our friends at Professional Rebel,
get on your bike to visit 2 disruptors!
VandeBron & Closing the Loop will share
their model, and personal learning curve.
Lunch together in a pop-up restaurant.

3. Keukenhof experience
10:00 - 13:30 (including lunch)

4. B Corp Europe Launch @ Amsterdam
14:00 - 17:00

Visit the Keukenhof spectacular flower garden
with more than 7 million bulbs in bloom this
spring, with a total of 800 varieties of tulips.
Experience the Tulpomania exhibition. Learn
about bulb growing and what is done to have
a more positive impact on the environment.

B-Corp is an arising global movement of
business based on values. Brands like Tony
Chocolony, Patagonia. Now launching in
Europe, come and meet the changemakers
who will B the change.
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MAP
BUITENPLAATS AMERONGEN

Plenary room
(Koetshuis)

Kasteel

Boardrooms
Zadelkamer
Lunchroom
(Stallen)
Garage

R

Poortgebouw

Hooi
zolder

Wagen
berging

Balken
kamer

Oranjerie

Entrance
R

=

registration and
Pymwymic info point

= spiral staircase
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www.pymwymic.com

